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LETTER FROM THE

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Dear Supporter,

It was a busy summer for Young Voices! In August, we accepted 31 new writers
to our program, bringing our total number of contributors up to 62. This is the
largest roster we have supported in years, and we’re rapidly expanding our
print and broadcast interview outreach as a result. In the past quarter, our
contributors have successfully published 99 op-eds and made 58 radio/TV
appearances thanks to the help of our staff, putting us on track for a recordbreaking year. As we grow, our contributors are more motivated than ever to
spread the message of liberty far and wide.
To this end, we’re launching two new fellowships this fall with the goal of
sharpening our writers’ knowledge of policy and experience in journalism
with the help of outside experts. Our first policy fellowship launched last year,
called the Free Society Fellowship, in which a cohort of our contributors spent
four months messaging the fundamental policies of a peaceful and
prosperous society (e.g. free speech, trade, rule of law) and the dangers of
illiberal populism’s global rise. This fall, we’re renewing and refining the Free
Society Fellowship to take more of a journalistic focus, profiling individuals
and organizations who are taking a stand against government tyranny in
countries like Venezuela and Russia. Each fellow has been paired with
mentors like Fox News’ Guy Benson and the Atlas Network’s Tom Palmer with
the expectation of conducting original reporting and making TV/radio
appearances promoting the global liberty movement.
But, that’s not all! We will also be launching a second policy fellowship this fall
with a specific focus on tech and innovation. Five Young Voices tech fellows
will be tackling hot-button tech issues to make a positive case for innovation.
Recent scandals at Facebook and Twitter rattled public confidence in tech
giants’ respect for users’ privacy and free speech rights online.
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Meanwhile, innovation in major industries like transportation, energy, and
medicine have slowed down despite exponential increases in computing
power. To better understand these policy battles, each fellow has been paired
with an expert the field like the Competitive Enterprise Institute’s Iain Murray
and Mercatus Center’s Brent Skorup with the expectation of producing opeds and making TV/radio appearances defending the 21st-century
entrepreneurs. The fellowship kicked off with a bang this month, with nine
Young Voices contributors and tech fellows receiving a personal policy
briefing from Google at their DC headquarters.

Young Voices hopes to cover many policy topics in future fellowships — such
as school choice, criminal justice, and environmental policy. With an everexpanding roster of writers, Young Voices is constantly looking for new and
creative ways to empower the next great communicators for liberty.
Thank you for being a partner to these efforts!
Sincerely,
Casey Given
1342 Florida Ave NW
Washington, DC 20009
young-voices.com

CONTRIBUTOR PROGRAM
KEY UPDATES

Applications
105

total applications

24

21%

female applicants

79%

average age of applicant

male applicants

32

students including Harvard, Yale Law, Berkley & Duke

73

young professions including Cato, Mercatus, Reason

Acceptances

62 Total Contributors

31 application acceptances
30% acceptance rate

5 countries — US, UK, Canada,
Australia, Peru. 21 US states & DC

Media Hits
Fiscal Year 2019 Quarter 1
(June 1 - August 30, 2018)

OP-ED
PUBLICATIONS

99

TV/RADIO
INTERVIEWS

58

MEET THE
FELLOWS
FREE SOCIETY FELLOWS
Bradley Polumbo - University of Massachusetts, Amherst
“I'm interested in the Free Society Fellowship program because I'd like to
interview/profile liberty leaders in the areas I'm most passionate about,
higher education and LGBT issues.”
Mentor: Guy Benson, Fox News
Jake Grant - Coalition to Reduce Spending
“My great grandparents immigrated to North America to flee authoritarian
regimes in Eastern Europe, and I failed to ask my grandparents about their
journey before they passed, which I absolutely regret. I'd love to speak to
people who have undergone similar journeys and learn about the different
experiences they've had.”
Mentor: Kyle Walker, Students For Liberty

John Dale Grover - The National Interest
“I hope to write on the political and economic situation in several countries
such as North Korea, Russia, Ukraine, China, and Turkey. These are all
experiencing conflict, upheaval, and varying levels of authoritarianism in
people’s daily lives.”
Mentor: Matt Purple, The American Conservative

Kasia Szczypska - SGH Warsaw School of Economics
“I never thought that my own country, Poland, would end up taking a quasiauthoritarian slide, following in the footsteps of Orban’s Hungary. This is why
I would like to cover cases of freedom fighters that are silenced by the
current Polish government.”
Mentor: Tom Palmer, Atlas Network

Tamara Berens - King’s College London
“I personally know multiple advocates for liberty either living, or in exile from
authoritarian societies. I would love to be able to showcase the challenging
but formidable work they do. Fighting tyranny worldwide was a passion of
mine from a young age, due to my family’s history of activism to liberate
victims of communism in the Soviet Union.”
Mentor: Tom Slater, spiked

MEET THE
FELLOWS
TECH POLICY FELLOWS
Ryan Khurana - Institute for Advancing Prosperity
“I recently founded a think tank, the Institute for Advancing Prosperity, dedicated
to addressing technology policy issues in North America and Europe. The Tech
Policy Fellowship will help me develop my ability to communicate, and improve
public recognition of my understanding of technology policy issues.”
Mentor: Caleb Watney, R Street Institute
Amelia Irvine - Georgetown University
“I'm interested in antitrust litigation against the tech industry and proposed
regulations on big tech firms. As I'm finishing up my last year of school, I know I
have a lot to gain both from the mentorship opportunity and the chance to learn
more from the webinars.”
Mentor: William Reinhart, American Action Forum
Julian Adorney - Lakewood, CO
“I work in online marketing, so I know the history of Silicon Valley giants like
Google and Facebook; and I stay up to date on laws and internal policies that
affect their algorithms. My goal is to make tech and innovation a big part of my
career as a journalist, so I would love to have a mentor in this area.”
Mentor: Matthew Feeney, Cato Institute
Pranjal Drall - Grinnell College
“The Tech Policy Fellowship will allow me to further develop my expertise in
technology policy while being in school. I’ll also be able to write about issues like
the platform economy and emerging technology policy. I’ve focused on telecom
policy in the past, and this opportunity will be a good way to branch out into the
broader tech policy space.”
Mentor: Brent Skorup, Mercatus Center
Satyajeet Marar - Australian Taxpayers Alliance
“I believe that understanding technology and opposing misguided attempts by
governments to crack down on it through poor regulations is essential to ensure
our liberties are upheld in the future. Explaining new and complex concepts to
large audiences in a novel and interesting way is important.”
Mentor: Iain Murray, Competitive Enterprise Institute

THANK
YOU
Check out our new website at
young-voices.com

Invest in the next generation of
thought leaders for liberty at
young-voices.com/donate

